NOTES
1. LIMIT OF WORKS REFERS TO THE EXTENT OF DESIGN THAT WILL BE PRICED IN THE DESIGN COST ESTIMATE. LIMIT OF DESIGN REFERS TO THE DESIGN REQUIRED TO FINISH TURNING LINES AND/OR TIE INTO THE EXISTING CONDITIONS.
2. FOR PROPOSED ROAD BOUNDARY SETOUT, LOT AND AREA OF ACQUISITION INFORMATION REFER TO SHEETS NB11363-ECC-001 TO 008.
3. INDICATED PROPERTY WORKS SETOUT IS BASED ON BOUNDARIES SOURCED FROM RMS SURVEY [06.10.2011] WHERE POSSIBLE.
4. NO GUARANTEE OF ACCURACY IS GIVEN TO EXISTING BOUNDARIES NOT CONFIRMED BY SURVEY.

LEGEND
- PROPERTY WORKS
- PROPOSED IMPACT BOUNDARY
- PROPOSED DRAINAGE EASEMENT
- PROPOSED ROAD BOUNDARY
- SETOUT TAGS
- UNSURVEYED
- LIMIT OF WORKS
- PROPOSED CULVERT AND HEADWALLS

PROPERTY WORKS PLAN
SHEET 2 - STN 300.0m TO 800.0m

CAMPBELL CARR
FAIRWATER DRIVE
HARRINGTON PARK
MARYLANDS
SALTHER COURT
SALTER COURT
SYDNEY WATER PUMPING STATION
TRUMAN STREET
WILLIAM AVENUE
YARRA STREET
FUTURE HARRINGTON GROVE WEST PRECINCT

NOTES:

1. LIMIT OF WORKS REFERS TO THE EXTENT OF DESIGN THAT WILL BE PRICED IN THE DESIGN COST ESTIMATE. LIMIT OF DESIGN REFERS TO THE DESIGN REQUIRED TO FINISH TURNING LAKES AND/OR THE INTO THE EXISTING CONDITIONS.

2. FOR PROPOSED ROAD BOUNDARY SETOUT, LOT AND AREA OF ACQUISITION INFORMATION REFER TO SHEETS NB11363-ECC-DG-0001 TO 400.

3. INDICATED PROPERTY WORK SETOUT IS BASED ON BOUNDARIES SOURCED FROM RMS SURVEY [06.10.2011] WHERE POSSIBLE.

4. NO GUARANTEE OF ACCURACY IS GIVEN TO EXISTING BOUNDARIES NOT CONFIRMED BY SURVEY.

LIMIT OF WORKS

LIMIT OF DESIGN

FUTURE HARRINGTONGROVE WEST PRECINCT

PROPERTY WORKS

PROPOSED IMPACT BOUNDARY

PROPOSED DRAINAGE EASEMENT

EXISTING CADASTRAL BOUNDARY [SOURCED FROM RMS SURVEY 06.10.2011]

EXISTING CADASTRAL BOUNDARY [SOURCED FROM RMS SURVEY 06.10.2011]

EXISTING CADASTRAL BOUNDARY [SOURCED FROM RMS STRATEGIC DESIGN - UNSURVEYED]